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Background 

1. At its f irst s e ssion (February 14 to 18, 1977), this Working Group (PCT 
Working Group on Guidelines for International Search and for International Pre
liminary Examination) had before it document PCT/TCO/VI/9.entitled "Guidelin es 
for Internatio n a l Preliminary Examination to be Carried Out under the Patent 
Cooperation Treaty (PCT) ". This document contained a compi l ation of comments 
received from the State Committee for Inventions and Discoveries of the USSR 
Counc i l o f Ministers, the Patent Office of the United Kingdom and the United 
States Patent and Trademark Office on Draft Guidelines for Substant i ve Exami 
nation in the European Patent Office (hereinafte r referred to as "the EPO Exami 
nation Guide l ines " ) arranged according to the chapters and paragraphs of the EPO 
Examination Guidelines, together with a comparative analysis of the said comments. 

2 . The Working Group , in its sess i on referred t o above, held only a genera l dis 
cussion of the subject covered by document PCT/TCO/VI /9 , limited to a consider
ation of the procedure that should be adopted to advance the work of fina lizing 
the PCT Guidelines for I nternational Preliminary Examination to be Carried Out 
under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (hereinafter referred t o as the "PCT Exami
nation Guidelines" ) . The Working Group agreed that, since document PCT/TCO/VI/9 
was more in the nature of a compilation of comments on provisions considered by 
various Authorities as appropriate for inclusio n in guidelines for i n ternat ional 
preliminary examination under the PCT than of actual guidelines, it was desirable, 
in order t o provide a better basis for the establishment of the PCT Examinat i on 
Gu idelines , that a single draft text be prepared by t he International Bureau . 
The Working Group requested the International Bureau to take into account such 
provisions of the l atest (pub lished) text of the EPO Guidelines as were appropri
ate to i n tern at i onal preliminary examination under the PCT , as well as the res 
ponses from Authorities set out in doc ument PCT/TCO/ VI/9 and the observat ions 
contained in documen t PCT/WG/GSE/I/3 (see the repor t of the said session, document 
PCT/WG/GSE/I/7 , paragraph 88). 
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3. Annexed to the present document are Chapters I t o II I of t he draft PCT Exami 
nation Guidelines . Chapters IV t o VI will be issued in a sep arate document . 

4. Th e basi s of p reparation of Chapters I to V of t he draft PCT Examination 
Guidelines is the amendment of t he .EPO Examination Guidelines in accordance with 
t he proposals of the Au thori ties. In those Chapters i ncluding the provisions 
where the Authorities indicated general agreement as to the incl usion of the par
ticular provisions : the text prepared by the Inte rnational Bureau includes such 
provisions subject to minor changes of a drafting nature in orde r to bring t he 
language of the text into conformity with that of the PCT . However , in t he c ase 
where the proposals contained in t he responses cannot be reconciled , proposals of 
the International Bureau are presented together with t he reasons therefor and a 
compilation of the s aid responses following t he particular provision or provisions 
of the Chapters involved (see document PCT/WG/GSE/I/7, paragraph 89) . 

5. In response to the wishes expressed by t he Work ing Gr oup at the said session; 
Chapter VI (dealing wi t h internationa l preliminary examination procedure) includes 
new provisions,prepared by the International Rureau, in the case where the inter 
national preliminary examination procedure would require p rovis ions substantially 
different from those contain ed in the EPO Examination Guidelines . However , t hose 
provisions of Chapter VI o f the EPO Examination Gui delines wi th which the Author 
ities indicated genera l agreement are retained sub j ect, of cours e, to minor amend
ment to bring t he language of the provisions into conformity wit h that of the PCT. 

6 . The Work i ng Group is invi t e d to con
sider the draft PCT Examination Guidelines 
and give its advice to the International 
Bureau so t hat the PCT Examinat ion Guide 
lines may be established. 

[Annex follows] 
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DRAFT GUIDELINES FOR INTERNATIONAL PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION 
TO BE CARRIED OUT UNDER THE PATENT COOPERATION TREATY (PCT) 

EXP.LANATORY NOTE 

1. The Patent Cooperation Treaty has two phases which correspond to Chapters I 
and II, respectively, of the Treaty~ The present document contains guidelines 
relating to the second phase (Chapter II of the Treaty) which comprises interna
tional preliminary examination. 

2 . The preceding phase (Phase I) has three main features: international appli
cation, international search and international publication . Phase I is mandatory 
in the sense that every State becoming party to the Treat y must apply it and that, 
in the normal situation, an international application is the subject of an inter
national search and , subsequently , of international publication. 

3 . The second phase (Phase II) is optional since any Contracting State may 
decide riot to adhere to Chapter II and the applicant , even if entitled to have 
his international application subjected to international preliminary examination, 
may decide for himself whether or not he wants .to take advant age of this possibility . 

Steps constituting the second phase 

4 . Under Chapter II an applicant may file a "demand" for an international prelim
inary examination report oy an I nternational Preliminary Examamining Authority 
for use in one or more States (elect ed States) in which the applicant wishes to 
obtain protection for an invention. The applicant is entitled to amend his 
international applicati on before an Inte rnational Preliminary Examining Authoritv 
which will then issue an advisory opinion on novelty, inventive step (non- obvious
ness), and industrial applicability of the claimed invention. Copies of the 
report are then sent to the applicant and the elected Offices. National fees 
and translations i n respect of the i nternational application are not due, nor can 
national processing begin wi thout applicant 's request, before the 25th month. 
Under this Chapter , the applicant is a lso given the opportunity to amend the 
claims , the description and the drawings of his application before each elected Office. 

Effects of the second phase 

5. The only legal effect of using Phase II is--as already i ndicated- -that 
the processing of the international application before the national Offices 
is de l ayed- - that is, it cannot start--at least until t he expiration of the 25th 
month after t he priority date when , n ormal l y , the international preliminary 
examination report has become avai l ab l e. 

6 . Using the Phase II a l so has the practical effect that national processing 
starts under much more advantageous conditions both for the applicant and the 
national Offices than would be the case without the PCT or if Phase I only is 
used . The applicant has, thanks to the i nternational preliminar y examination 
report , a strong indication of his chances of obtaining protection . The elected 
Offices save most , if not practically all , of the effort of examination . All 
that remains for them to do , under normal circumstances is to draw conclusions 
from the said report on the q ues tion of patentabi lity in the light of the national 
laws . 

Contents of the present document 

7. The present draft Guidelines for International Preliminar y Examination have 
been drafted for , and apply to international preliminary examination under 
Chapter II of the PCT and the Regulat ions a nd the Administrati ve Instructions 
under the PCT as it will be carried out by the examiners of the International 
Preliminary Examining Authority. It is intended that these Guidelines should 
app l y to a ll International Preliminary Examining Authorities to the largest 
extent possible since international preliminary examination under the PCT will 
be carried out by several International Preliminary Examining Authorities and 
"the maximum degree o f uniformity in their working methods and the maximum degree 
of uniformly high quality in their reports " (Artic l e 56(3) (ii)) is needed in 
order to ensure a successful implementation o f the international preliminary 
examination system. 
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8 . It will be noted that the text (apart from the Introduction) has been divided 
into Chapters , each sub- divided into numbered Sections which are further sub
divided into paragraphs . Cross references to other paragraphs are in a standard 
form quoting in each case the Chapter , Section and the paragraph number (thus , 
Chapter III, paragraph 6 . 9 means paragraph 9 in Section 6 of Chapter III) . 
Marginal r eferences indicate the Article or Rule which provides authority for 
what is stated . Such references avo id the need for extensive quotation from the 
PCT itself , but where the Treaty , . the Reoulati ons or the Administrative Instruc
tions have been directly quoted this has been indicated by the use o f quotation 
marks . 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1. The establishment of the International Preliminary Examining Authorities 
represents a major development in the history of the protection of inventions . 
However, it will be on the basis of well- reasoned international preliminary 
examination (and especially on how examiners deal with such difficult questions 
as inventive step) that its success will be judged. 

2. Moreover, it is important to remember that al l examiners in the various 
International Preliminary Examining Authorities will be working under a common 
system as laid down in the PCT and they should all apply the same standards. 

3 . The Guidelines g i ve instructions as to the practice to be fol l owed in the 
various staqes o f the international preliminary examination of international 
applications. They are addressed to the examiners in the International Preliminary 
Examining Authorities but it is hoped that they wifl also be of assistance to 
applicants and patent practitioners. The Guidelines are intended to cover typical 
occurrences. They should therefore be considered only as general directives ; 
e xaminers will have to go beyond t he instructions in exceptional cases . Neverthe
less, applicants can expect the International Preliminary Examining Authorities 
to act, as a general rule , in accordance with the Guidel i nes until such time as 
they are revised. It should be noted also that the Guide lines do not have t he 
binding authority of a legal text. For the ultimate authority on questions con
cerning international preliminary examination, i t is necessary to refer to the 
PCT itself interpreted, where necessary, by reference to the Minutes of the 
Washin9ton Diplomatic Conference . 

4. The attitude of the examiner is very important . He should always try to be 
constructive and helpful . While it would of course be quite wrong for an examiner 
to overlook any major deficiency in an interna tional application, he shou l d have 
a sense of proportion. He should bear in mind that , subjec t to the requirements 
of the PCT , the drafting of the descri ption and claims of an international appli
cation is the responsibility of the applicant or his authorized representative . 

5 . Finally , it should hard l y need s tat ing that al l international applications, 
regardless of their country of origin and the language in which they are written, 
should receive equal treatment. 
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CHAPTER II 

CONTENT OF' THE INTERNATIONP.L P.PPLI CATION (O'!'HF.R THAN '!'HE CLAI!'IS) 

1 . General 

1. 1 The requirements of the international application are set out i n Article 3 . 
The app lication must contain : 

" (a) a r equest 

(b) a description 

(c) one or more claims 

(d) one or more drawings (where required) 

(e) an abstract. " 

This Chapter deals with all these requirements in so far as t hey a r e t he c oncern 
of the Inte rnational Preliminary Examining Authority , with the exception of 
item (c) which is the subject of Chapter III. Item (e) is dealt with first . 

1 .2 The International Preliminary Examining Authori ty must receive copies of the 
demand (Form PCT/IPEA/401) submitted by the applicant as a requirement t o enter 
Ph ase II of the PCT (see Chap ter VI , paragraphs 2·. Lann 3 . 1) . 

2. Abstra ct 

2 . 1 The inte rn ational application must contain an abstract . The purpose of the 
abstract is t o g i ve brief technical i nformati o n about the disclosure as con tained 
in the description , claims and any drawings . 

2 . 2 Rules 8 and 38 . 2 delineate t he requirements for the abst r act and it is for 
the International Search i ng Authority to es tablish i ts f inal form (see Ch apter XI , 
paragraphs 1 to 5 of the Guidelines for Internat ional bearches to be Carried Out under 
the PCT) . The examiner in t he International Preliminary Examining Authority wil l 
not normal l y be concerned with seeking any amendmen t of the abstract. He shoul d , 
however, no te t hat the abstr act has no l egal effect on the i nternational applica-
t i o n containing it ; for instance, it cannot be used to interpr et the scope o f 
protection or to justify the addition to the description of new subject-matter. 
The abstract , upon its publication , constitutes part of the prior art as from its 
publication date . 

3 . Request and ti tle· of the international applica tion 

3 .1 The items making up the r equest (Form PCT/ R0/101) are dealt with in PCT 
Rule 4 . They do not normally concern t he I nte rnational Preliminary Examining 
Author i ty . 

3 . 2 The title of the invention disclosed in the internati onal applicati on "shall 
be short (preferab l y from two to seven words when i n English or trans l ated into 
English) and precise." While any o bv i ous failures to meet t hese r equirements are 
like l y to be noted by the International Searching Authority (see Chapter XI , 
paragraph 6 of the Guidelines for International ~earches t o be Carried Out under the 
PCT) , the examine r in the International Pr e liminary Examining Authority s hould 
review the title in the light of his reading of t he description and claims and 
any amendmen t s thereto, t o make sure tha t the title, as well as bei ng concise , 
gives a c l ear a nd adeq u a t e indication of the sub j ect of the invention . 

3 . 3 Also , if the international application con t ains claims in different categories 
(product , process , apparatus , use) , t h is must be e vident f r om the p reciseness of 
the title . Thus, i f any amendments are made whi ch change the cat egories of c laims, 
the examinier in the Inte rnational Preliminary Examin i ng Authority s hould check 
whether a corresponding amendment i s needed i n t he title (see a lso Chapter II , 
paragraph 4. 2) . 
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4 . 1 The international application must "disclose the invention in a manner suf 
ficiently clear and complete for the invention to be carried out by a person 
skilled in the art ." The meaning of "person skil l ed in the art " is discussed in 
Chapter IV , paragraph 9 . 6 . This requirement of disclosure should be met by the 
description with the aid of drawings , if any . The provisions relating to the 
content of the description are set out in Rule 5. The purposes of these provi
sions are : 

(i) to ensure that the international application contains all the technical 
information required to enable a skilled person to ~ut the invention into practice ; 
and 

(ii) to enable the reader t o understand the contribution to the art which the 
inventor has made. 

4.2 The descr i ption should start with the same title that appears in the request 
(Form PCT/R0/10 1). Thus, if the title is deficient (see Chapter II, Section 3), 
it should be amended in both the request and the descriptio n . The description 
sh ould contain subheadings correspondi ng to those contained in Section 205 of the 
Administrative Instructions . Although such subhead ings are not rigidly mandatory 
i n number or wording, their use is highly recommended in orde r to provide uniform
ity in publication and to facilitate access to the information c ontained in the 
international application . The recommended subheadings are discussed in the 
follovl ing paragraphs . 

Rule 5.l(a) (i) 4 . 3 Technical field . The invention should be placed in its setting by specifying 
the technical field to which it relates . 

P.ule 5 .l (a) 
(ii) 

Rule 5 . l( a) 
( iiil 

Rule 9 . l(iii ) 

4 . 4 Backqround art. The description shoul d also indicate any background art which , 
as far a s known to the applicant, can be regarded as useful for the understanding , 
searching and examination of the claimed invention, and should , preferab l y , cite 
t he documents reflecting s uch art (especially pa tent specifications). This applies 
in particular to the background art corresponding to the first or "prior art " 
portio n of the independent claim or claims (see Chapter III, paragraph 2 . 2) . The 
i nsertion into the statement of prior art of r eferences to some of the documents 
cited in the international search report should be considered by the examiner if 
these are necessary t o put the claimed invention in proper perspective . For 
instance , whi le the originall y fi l ed description of background prior art may give 
the impression that the inventor has developed the claimed i nvention from a cer
tain point , the cited documents may show that certain stages in, or aspects of , 
this a ll eged development •1ere already kno•1n . In such a case the examiner should 
i nvite the applicant to inclune a r eference to, ann a brief summary of the 
relevant contents o f these docume nts . 

4 . 5 Since the examiner in the Internaticnal Preliminary Examininq Authority is 
presur.ted to have the general background and tech:-~i :::al knowledge appropriate t o the 
art, the examiner should not invite the applicant to insert anything in the nature 
o f a treatise or research report or explanatory matter which is obtainable fro m 
textbooks or is o the rwise He l l known . Like•,Jise the examiner should not invite 
the ap~licant to provide a detailed description of the content of cited prior 
documents. It is sufficient that the reason for the inclusion of the reference 
is indicated, unless in a particular case a more detailed description is necessary 
for a full understanding of th e clai med invention . Lists of several reference 
documents relating to t he same featur e or aspect of the prior art are not required ; 
only the most appropriate ones need t o be referred t o . On t he other hand , the 
examiner should not invite the applicant to excise any such unnecessary matter, 
except when it is very extensive . 

4. 6 Disclosure of invention . The i nvention as claimed should be d isclosed by the 
applicant in such a ~ay that the technical problem , or problems, with wh i ch it 
deals and the solution it provides can be understood. To meet this requirement, 
onl y such de t ai ls should be included in the disclosure as are necessary for elu
cidating the c l aimed invention . It i s not necessary , moreover , that the claimed 
invention ba presented explicitly in problem and solution form . Any advantageous 
e~fects which the applicant considers the claimed invention to have in relation 
to the prior art should be stated, but this should not be done in such a way as 
t o disparage any particular prior product or process . Furthermore, neither the 
prior ar t nor the applicant ' s claimed invention should be re f erred to in a manner 
likely to mi slead . This might be done , e .g., by an ambiguous presentation which 
gives the impression that the prio r art had solved l ess o~ the problem than was 
actually the case . 
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Rule 5 . l(a) (iv) 4.7 Brief description of drawings . If drawings are included they should first 
be briefly described, in a manner such as: "Figure lis a plan view of the 
transformer housing ; Figure 2 is a side elevation of the housing ; Figure 3 is 
an end elevation looking in the direction of the a r row ' X' of Figure 2 ; Figure 4 
is a cross-section taken through AA of Figure 1 ." When it is necessary to refer 
in the description to elements of the drawings , the name of the element should 

Rule 11.13 (l) 
and (n) 

Rule 5 . l(a) (v) 

be referred to as well as its number , i . e ., the reference should not be in the 
form : " 3 is connected to 5 via 4 " but , " resistor 3 is connected to capacitor 5 
via switch 4 ." 

4 . 8 The description and drawings shall be consis t ent with one another, especially 
in the matter of reference numbers and other signs (see Chapter II , paragraph 5 . 1) 

4 . 9 Best mode f or carrying out the invention . A detailed description of at l east 
the best mode contemplated by the applicant for carrying out the invention must 
be given . This shall be done in terms of examples, where appropriate, and with 
reference to the dra•lings, if any ; 'where the national law of the [elected State) 
does not require the description of the best mode but is satisfied with the des
cription o f any mode (whether it is the best contemplated or not), failure to 
descripe the best mode contemplated shall have no effect in that State .~ In many 
cases a single example or single embodiment will suffi ce , but where the claims 
cover a broad field the description should not usually be regarded as satisfying 
the requirements of Article 5 unless it gives a number of examples or describes 
alternative embodiments or variations extending over the area protected by the 
claims. 

4.10 It is the responsibility of the applicant to ensure that he supplies , when 
he first files his international application , a sufficient disclosure , i . e . , ·one 
that meets the requirements of Article 5 in respect of the invention , as claimed, 
in all cif the claims. If the disclosure is serious l y insufficient , such a defi 
ciency cannot be cured subsequently by adding further examples or features without 
offending against Article 34(2) (b) which requires that the subject-matter content 
of the appl i cati on must not be extended (see Chapter VI, paragraphs 4 . 1 1 and 7 . 7) . 

4 . 11 Two instances where there is a fundamental insuff iciency in the international 
application , and thus a failure to satisfy the requirements of Article 5, deserve 
special mention . The first is where t he successful performance of the invention is 
dependent on chance . That is to say, a person skill ed in the art , in following 
the instructions for carrying out the invention, finds either that the alleged 
results of the invention are not reproducible or that success in obtaining these 
results is achieved in a totally unreliable way . An example where this may arise 
is a microbiologi cal process involving mutations . Such a case should be distin
guished from one \vhere repeated success is assured even thouqh accompanied by a 
proportion of failures as can arise , e . g ., in the manufacture of small magnetic 
cores or electronic components ; in this latter case, provided the satisfactory 
parts can be readily sorted by a non-destructive testing procedure, no objection 
necessarily arises under Article 5 . The second instance is where successful 
performance of the invention is inherently imposs ib l e because it would be contrary 
to well-established physical lavls--this appl i es, e . g . , t o a perpetual motion machine . 
If the claims for such a machine are directed to its function, and not merely to 
its structure , an objection arises, not only under Article 5 but also under 
Article 33(4), that the invention is not susceptib le of industrial application 
(see Chapter IV, paragraph 4 . 1) . 

Rule 5 . l(a) (vi) 4.12 Industrial applicability . The description should indicate explicitly the 
way in vlhich the invention is "capable of expl oitation in industry," if this is 
not obvious from the description or from the nature of the invention . The expres
sion "capable of exploitation in industry" means the same as susceptible of 
industrial application . It is to be expected that, in most cases, the way i n which 
the invention can be exploited in industry v1il l be self - evident, so that no more 
e xplicit description on this poin t will be required ; but there may be a few 
instances, e . g ., in r !:!latio n t o methods of testing , •t~hen the way in which t he 
invention is capable of exploitation in industry and the way in which it can be 
mad~ and/or used are not obv ious from the description or the nature of the in
vention and must be made s o ; the term "industry" is to be understood in its 
~roadest sense as in the Pa ris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Prop
erty . 
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4.13 The manner and o r der of presentation of the various parts of t he description 
should be that specified i n Rule 5 . l(b) and Section 205 of the Admin istrative 
Instructions , "unless, becaus e of the nature of the invention, a c1.ifferent 
manner or a different order would result in a better understanding and a more 
economic presentation ." Since the responsibility for a clear and complete des 
cription of the invention lies with the applicant , the examine r should exercise 
his discreti on as to whether to object to the presentation . Some depart ure from 
the requirements of Rule 5.l(a) is acceptable , provided the description is clear 
and orderly and all the requisite information is present. For example , the re
quirements of Rule 5 . l(a)(iii) , may be waived where the invention is based on a 
f ortuitous discovery , the practical application o f -which is recognized as being 
useful , or where the invention breaks entirely n ew ground . Also certain techni
cally simple inventions may be fully comprehensibl e with the minimum of descrip
tion and but slight reference to prior a r t. 

4 . 14 Al though the description should be c l ear and straightforward with avoidance 
of unnecessary technical jargon, the use of recognized terms of art is acceptable, 
and will often be desirable. Little known or specia lly formulated technical 
terms may be allowed , provided that they are adequately defined and that there is 
no generally recognized equivalent . This discretion may be extended to foreign 
t erms when there is no equivalent in the language of the proceedin gs . Terms al
ready having an established meaning should not be allowed to be used to mean 
something d ifferent if this is likely to cause confusion. There may , however , be 
circumstances where a term may legitimately be borrowed from an analogous art. 
Terminology and signs must be consis t ent throughout the international application . 

4 . 15 When the properties of a mater ial are referred to, the relevant units should 
be specified if quantitative considerations are involved. If this is don e by 
r e f erence to a publi shed stan dard (e.g . a standar d of sieve sizes), and such 
standard is referred to by a set of initials or similar abbreviation , it should 
be adequately identified in the specification . The metric system of units of 
weight and measures must be used or , if another system is used , the units must 
also be expre ssed in the metric system. Similar ly , temperature must be expressed 
at lea~t in degrees Celsius or , in cryogenics, in degrees K~lvin . Other physical 
values (i . e . other than those having units direct l y derivab l e from length , mass, 
time and temperature) must be expressed in the units recognized in international 
practice ; e . g ., for electric units the MKSA system should be used . Chemi cal and 
mathematical symbols , atomic weights and molecular formulae should be those in 
general use and technical terms, signs and symbol s should be those "gen erally 
accepted in the art . " In particular, if there are any agreed i nternational 
standards in the art in question , these should be adopted wherever practicable . 

4.16 Th e use of proper names or simi l ar words to re fer to materials or articles 
is undesirable in so far as such words merely denote origin or where they relate 
to a range of different products . If such a word is used , then in order t o 
satisfy t he requirements of Article 5 , the product must normally be sufficiently 
identified, without reliance upon the word, to enable the invention to be carried 
out by a person skilled in the art . However , where such words h ave become inter
nationally accepted as standard descr iptive terms and have acquired a precise 
meanin g (e.g . " Bo•t~den " cable , "Bellvi l le" washer) , they may be allowed without 
further identification of the product to which they relate . 

4.17 If the examiner has reason to suspect that a word used in the description 
is a registered trademark , at l eas t in certain States , he should ask the applicant 
either to ackno>Jledge the word as s uch or t o stat e that, so far as the latter is 
aware , the \vord is not a r egistered t r ademark. If , o n the other hand , an appli 
cant states that a wo rd is a registered trademark in certain States and t he 
examiner happens to know t hat this s t atement is incorrect , he should invite the 
applicant to amend his statement accordingly . 

4 . 18 References to previously (i . e . , before the filing date) published material 
inc l uding patent applications and specifications of granted patents , textbooks 
and periodicals , are allo•.vable and often desirable (see Chapter II , paragraph 4 , 4 
above) . A reference t o an u~oublished (i. e ., not published before the filing date) 
document should not be reoarded as adding anyth ing to the content of the disclosure 
unless publicat~on of the document referred to occurs on or before the date of 
international publ~cation of the. international application contain ing the r eference . 
In the c~se of any document publ~shed on or before the publication date, there can 
be no ob]ect~on to the re ference be ing supplemen t ed or replaced by an indicatio n of 
the subject matter contained in the document . In the case of any document published 
later , o~ not published at a ll (including app lications f iled after the priority date) , 
the exam~ner should requ~re the reference to be deleted a s being irre l evant . 
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Compilation ot responses in respect of pcragraph 4. 18 

(i) Agree with the opinion expressed in the EPO Guidelines ; do not under
stand why the last part of this paragraph is de l eted hv GB (NL) . 

(ii) Main tain the original proposal (GB) . 

Note: 

The International Bureau has proposed a text according to which the supple
menting of the descriptions by reference to a document (beyond what is already 
explicitly contained in the international application as originally filed), is 
acceptable if the document is published on or before t h e publication date of the 
interna tional application, en the basis that a oerson skilled in the art would 
at the time of pub lication of the international anplication, be able to carrv 
out the invention with the kno~1ledge of a docuMen t published before that dat~ . 
Perhaos a basic discussion is neenen n f the ques tions i nvolved . 

5 . Drawlnqs 

5 . 1 The f o rmal r equirements relating to drawings are set down in Rule 11. 10 
t o 11 .13 . The only questio n likely to cause difficulty is whether the 
t extua l matter included on the drawings in absolute l y indispensable . In t he case 
of circuit diat:~rams, block schematics and flo•tf sheets, identifyint:~ catchwor ds for 
f un cciona l integers of complex system (A. q . , "magnetic core store , " " speed 
integrator" ) may be regarded as indispe nsable frnm a practical point of view if 
they are necessary to enable a diat:~ram to be i nterpreted raoidly and clearly . 

6 . Inv entions relating to microorganisms 

6 . 1 International applications re l ating to microorganisms are subject t o special 
provisions . If an invention concerns a microbi o log i cal process or the product 
thereof and involves the use of a microorganism which i s not available to the 
public , the d i sclosure is not considered t o have satisfiea the requirements of 
Artic l e 5 un l ess the culture of the microorgani sm has been depos ited in a culture 
collection not l ater tha n the date of f iling of the international application . 

6 . 2 The examiner must form an opinion as to wh e ther or not t he microorganism is 
avai l ab l e to the public . There are several poss ibil ities . The applicant may have 
given sufficient i nformat ion as to th e i dent i f ying characteristics of the micro 
organism ana as to the prior availability in a recogn i zed culture collection t o 
satisfy the examiner . Altern atively , the mi croorganism may be known to be readily 
avai lable to t h ose skilled in the art, e.g . , a microorganism such as baker ' s 
yeast or Bacillus natto whi c h i s commercially available ; or it may b e to a s t andard 
pres e rved strain, o r other microorganism which t he examiner knows to have been 
preserved in a recognized deposi t ory and t o be available t o t he public . In any 
of these cases , no fu rther acti on is called for . If, however, the applicant h as 
g i ven no information, or insufficient information , on public availab~lity and t he 
microorganism is a particular strain not falling within the known categories 
already mentio ned , then tne examiner must assume t ha t t he mi croorganism is not 
available to che public . 

6 . 3 If the microorganism is not available to the public, the examiner must check : 

(i) whether the application as fi l ed g i ves relevant information on t he 
characteristics of the microorganism , a nd 

(ii) whether the identity of the culture col l ection , the date of deposit in 
that collection and the fi l e number of the depos i t have b een supp~ied no t later 
than two months after filing . * 

* Included o n the basis of an appropriate amendment to t he Regulations being made . 
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In addition , the cu l ture collection which is identified must be one which is held 
by an institution h aving the status of an International Depositary Authority under 
the Budapes t Treaty on the International Recognition of the Deposit of Microorgan
isms f or the Purposes of Patent Procedure. If any of these requirements are not 
satisfied the examiner in t he International Preliminary Examinino Authority should 
info rm the applicant that an inadequate disclosure of the microorganism has been 
presented in the international application as filed and that a meaningful interna
tional preliminary examination cannot be carried out.* 

Note 

Compilation of responses in respect of paragraphs 6.1 to 6.3 

(i) Do not agree with the opinion expressed by GB; the US addition "no 
microorganism should have been deposited in a culture collection not 
later t han the date of filing of the application" goes beyond the EPO 
Guidelines (NL) • 

(ii) Maintain our view that paragraphs 6.1 to 6,3 should be deleted (GB). 

The International Bureau h~s retained an amended text as a basis for f urther 
consideration cf the issues relatinq t o microorganisms. 

7. Expressions, etc ., not to be used 

7 . 1 There are four categories of matter which should not be used specified in 
Rule 9.1 (see also Chapter IV, ~ection 3). Examples of the k ind of ma tter 
coming within the first and second categories--contrary to publ i c order ("ordre 
public") or morality-- are: incitement to riot or to acts of disorder ; incitement 
to criminal acts ; racial, religious or similar discriminatory propaganda; and 
grossly obscene matter . The purpose of Rule 9 is t o prohibit the kind of matter 
likely to induce riot or public disorder, or lead t o criminal or other generally 
offensive behaviour. This Rule is likely t o be invoked by the e xaminer only in 
rare cases . 

7 . 2 It is necessary to dis~riminate in tne third category-- disparaging statements--
R .: .. ,. 9 . · (l i i.; between libellous or similarly disparaging statements , which are not allowed, and 

fair comment, e .g., in relation to obvious or generally recognized disadvantages , 
nr disadvan tages stated to have been found by the applicant, which , if relevant, is 
permitted . 

Rule 9 . l(iv l 7 . 3 The fourth category is irrelevant matter . It should be noted, howeve~ that 
such matter is specifically prohibitEd under the Rule only if it is "obviously 
irrelevant or unnecessary ," e.g., if it has no bearing on the subject- matter of 
the invention or its background of relevant prior art. 

7 .4 Generally , the receiving Office or the Internationa l Searching Authority 
will deal with matter falling under Rule 9 . 1 . I f any such matter has not b een 
so recognized , it may be invited to be removed during international preliminary 
examination of the international application together with any other prohibi ted 
matter . The applicant should be informed of the category under which the pro• 
hibited matter is to be removed. 

* Included on the basis of an appropriate amendment to the Regulations being 
made . 
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CHAPTER I ll 

THE CLAI~1S 

1 . 1 The international application must contain "one or more claims. " 

1.2 These must : 

(i) "define the matter for which protection is sought"; 

(ii) "be clear and c oncise " ; 

(iii) "be fully supported by the description . " 

1 . 3 Since the terms of the claims determine the extent of the protection con
ferred by a patent or an international application , clarity and conciseness of 
the claims is of the utmost importance. The claims do not , however , stand in 
isolation and are not to be interpreted in a strictly literal sense . (see also 
Chapter III , Section 4) . 

2 . Form and content of claims 

2 . 1 The claims must be drafted in terms of the "technical features of the i nven
tion ." This means that claims should not contain any statements relating, for 
example , t o commercial advantages or other non- technical matters , but statements 
of purpose may be permi t ted if they assist in defining t h e invention . Claims to 
the use of the invention in the sense of the technical application thereof are 
permissible. 

2 . 2 Rule 6 . 3, paragraph (b) , defines the t-.10-part form whi ch a claim should t ake 
"•..,heneve r appropriate." The first part s~ould contain a statement indicating 
"those technical features of the invention which are necessary for the definition 
of the claimed subject matter but which , in comb ination, are part of the prior 
art~ i . e ., the general t echnical class of apparatus, process , etc ., to which the 
claimed invention relates, followed by a statement of "those technical features 
which are necessary for the definition of the claimed subject-matter but which, 
in conbination , are part of the prior art ." It is clear from this wording that 
it is necessary only to refer to those prior art features which are relevant to 
the invention . For example, if the invention relates to a photographic camera 
but the claimed inventive steo relates P.ntirely to the shutter, it would be suf
ficient for the first part of the claim to read: "A photographic camera includ
i:lq a focal plane shutter having . . . " (here recite t he known combination of 
features ,..,hich is utilized) and there is no need to refer also to the other known 
features of a camera such as the l ens and vie•,; - finder. The second part or 

-·1 le 6 . 3(b) (i i) " charac':e::-iz~~-9 portion " sh ou ld state the technical features which, in combina
tio~ ~it~ t~= features stated under the first part ( Rule 6 . 3 (b) (i)) , it is 
desired to protect , i . e ., the ~eatures ~hich the invention adds to the prior art . 
I~ the international search repor t reveals that any feature in the second part of 
the claim was, in fact, already kno".;n in combination \..-ith all the features in the 
first part o~ t he cla i m and in that combin ation have the same effect as they h ave 
in the ~ull combination according to the claimed invention, the examiner should invite 
the applicant to transfer such feature or features to the first part . Where , however, 
a claim relates to a novel combination , and v:here the division of the features of 
tr.e claim bet~·een the prior art part and t!:~ characterizing part cou l d be made in 
more than one ~ay ~ithout inaccuracy, the applicant should not be pre ssed, unless 
there are very substantial reasons, to adopt a di ~~erent division of the features 

Rule 6 . 3(c) ~rom that ~hich he has cho sen, if his version is not incorrect. Section 206 of the 
Administrative I nstructions provides the applicant and the Interna tional Preliminary 
Examining Authority ••i th the necessary instructions for numbering o~ cla i ms upon 
thei~ dmendment . 

2 . 3 The applican t should be i:1vi t ed to follo·,, the above t·..,o- part formula tion 
·,1here, for example, it is c l ear t ha ': his invention resides in a distinct improve
ment in an old c omb ination of parts or steps . However, as is indicated by 
Rule 6 , this form need only be us ed in appropriate cases. The nature of the 
invention may be such that t his form o f claim is unsuitable, e . g . , because it 
~ould oive a distorted or misleading picture of the invention or the prior art. 
Exampl~s of the kind of invention which may require a different presentation a r e : 

( i) the co!7'bina tion of kno·.m in teqers of equal status , the i nventive step 
lyinq solely in the co!7'bination ; 

(ii) the nodification of , as distinct from addition to, a kno·.m chemical pro
cess , e . q ~ by the substitution of one ~ubs tance for another ; and 
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(iii) a complex system of functionally inter~related parts , the inventive 
step concerning changes in several of t hese parts or in their inter-relationships. 

In examples (i) and (ii) the Rule 6 . 3(b) form of claim may be artificial and in
appropriate , whereas in example (iii) it might l ead to an inordinately lengthy 
and involved claim. Another example in which the Ru l e 6 .3 (b) claim may sometimes 
be inappropriate is where the clai med invention is a new chemical compound or group of 
compounds which constitutes a new departure and does not fall within a known class . 
It is also likely that other cases will arise in which the applicant is able t o 
adduce convincing r easons for formu l ating the claim i n a different form . 

Compilation of responses in respect of p aragraph 2 .3 

(i) This paragraph be retained as it gives a useful explanation of "when
ever appropriate" used in Rule 6 . 3 (b) (NL) . 

(ii) Accept the US version , but example (iii) should b e deleted (GB) . 

Note : 

The International Bureau has not cancelled claim format example (iii) since 
this example illustrates a further different claim format permissible under PCT 

1 

Rule 6 . 3(b) . 

2 . 4 'I'he claims , as well as the description , "may contain chemical or mathematical 
formulae" but not drawings . "The claims may contain tables" but "only if the 
subject- matter of the claims makes the use of tabl es desirable. " In view of the 
use of the word "desirable," the I nternational Preliminary Examining Authority 
should not object to the use of· tables in claims where this form is convenient . 

3 . Kinds of claim 

Categori e s 

3 . 1 The PCT refers to different "categories " of claim ("product, process , appa
ratus or use "). Howe ver, the main purpose of this classification is to provide 
a convenient way of indicating specific combinatio ns permitted in accordance with 
Rule 13 (see Chapter III, paragraph 7.2 ) . In fact, there are only two basic kinds 
of claim, viz ., claims to a physical entity (product, apparatus) and claims to an 
activity (process, use). The first basic kind of claim ( "product claim" ) inc l udes 
a substance or composition (e.g . , chemical compound or a mixture o f compounds) as 
well as any physical entity (e.g . , object, article, apparatus, machine , or system 
of cooperating apparatus) which is produced by a man 's technical skill . Examples 
are "steering mechanism incorporating an automatic feedback circuit .. . " ; "a 
woven garment comprising .... "; "an insecticide consisting of X, Y, Z ;" or "a com
munication system comprising a plurality of transmitting and receiving stations . " 
The second basic kind of claim ( "~recess claim") is applicable to all kinds of 
activities in which the use of some material product for effecting the process is 
implied; the activity may be exercised upon material products, upon energy, upon 
other processes (as in control processes) or upon living things (see, however , 
r.h~pter IV, par agraph 2.6). 

3 . 2 It sho uld be no ted that claims which are worded differently may, in reality , 
fall within the same category and have effectively the same scope . For example, 
a c laim referring to a "system" and a claim referring to "apparatus " may both be 
in the "apparatus " category . It should be further noted that it is permitted to 
inc lude in the same international application claims of the said different 
categories provided that they are limited according to PCT Rule 13 . 2 (see Chapter 
VI, paragraphs 5 .4 to 5 . 8) . The examiner in the International Preliminary Examining 
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Authority should bear in mind that the presence of such different claims may 
assist an applicant i n later obtainin9 ful l protection for his invent ion in all 
the elected Offkess ince infringement of a p atent is dealt with b y na t ional l aw . 
Consequen tly , while the examine r should not allow an unnec essary proliferation 
of independent claims (see Chapter Ill, ~ection 5 ) , he should not adopt an .
over- academic or rigid approach to t he p r esence of a numbe r of claims which are 
differen t ly worded but apparently of similar eff ect . 

Independent and dependent c l a i ms 

3 . 3 Subject to the conditions f or unity o f i nvention being satisfied (see Chapter 
III , ~ection 7, Ch~pter VI, paragraphs· 5.4 t o 5 . 9 ) ~ule 13 . 3 s tates that an in
ternational application may contain "two or more independent clai ms of the same 
cate9ory (i.e ., product , process , apparatus o r us e) whi ch cannot readily be 
covered by a single generic claim. " This means that while the exami ner s houl d 
not allow an unnecessary proli feration of i ndependent clai ms , he may allow two 
or more independent claims in the s ame category in appropriate cases , provided 
that there is a unifying inventive concept and that t he claims a s a whole s atis fy 
the requirement of Article 6 that they shoul d be "concise" (see Chapter Ill, para-
9raph 5.1) . In app l ying this princi p l e ,th e examiner should have regard to the 
remarks made in Chapter Ill, paragraph 3 . 2 concerninq claims of apparently 
simi lar scope . However , there are other circumsta nces v1he re i t may no t be appro
priate t o cover the subject- ma tter of an inve ntio n by a single independent claim 
in a particular category , e . g ., where the invention relates to an impr ove ment in 
two s e parate but inter- related articles which may be s o l d separately , such as an 
e l ectr ic plug and socket or transmi t t er and receiver . or where an inve ntion i s 
concerned with electr ical bridge- rectifier circuits, it might be necessary t o in
c lude separat e independent claims t o a sin g le- phase and to po l y - phase arranaements 
incorporating such circuits since the number of circuits needed per phas e is dif
ferent in the two a rrangements ; a nd (3) where a known substance is disclosed for 
a number of distinct medical uses (see Chaoter IV , paragraph 2 . 4 , ~tern (d))· 

3 . 4 All international applications will contain one or more independent main 
claims directed to the essential features of the invention . Any such claim may 
be followed by one o r more claims concerning specifi c forms of t h at invention. 
It is evident that any claim relating to a specific form mus t effectively inc lude 
also t he essential features of the invention, and hence must include all t he 
features of at least one independent claim . The specific forms s hould be c ons trued 
broad l y as meaning any more specific definition or specifica l ly different embodi 
men t s of the invention than that set out in the main claim or claims. It should 
be noted that , subject to Rule 13 . 1 , it is permitted t o include a reas onable 
number of dependent claims claiming specific forms of the claimed invention in 
the independent claim, even where the features of any dependent claim could be 
considered as constituting in themselves an invention . 

3 .5 Any dependent claim must be construed as including al l the limitations con
tained i n the claim t o VJhich it refers . Such a claim which refers to more than 
one other c l aim should refer t o them only al t ernatively . Moreover, a c l aim, 
whether independent or dependent , can refer t o alternatives , provided those a lter
natives are of a similar nature and can fa i rly be substituted one for another , 
and provided also,that the number and presentation of alternatives in a single 
claim does not make the clai m obscur e or d ifficult to cons true (see a l so Chap -
ter I II, para9raphs 7 . 4) . Multiole dependen t claims cannot form a bas is for 
other multiple deoendent clai~~. A multip l e nepennent claim includes all the lim
i tations containe~ in the narticular clai~ i n relation to Vlhich it is consinered . 

3 . 6 All dependent clai ms, hm1ever referred back , s:·.ould be arouped toqether t o the 
extent and in the most practical way possibl e . The arrangement must ther efore be 
one which enables the association of related claims to be readi ly deter mined and 
their meaning in association to be r eadily construed. The examin er shoul d invite 
the applicant to submit a suitable amendment if t he arrangement of c l aims is such 
that it creates obscurity in the definition of the subiect-matte r to be protected . 

4 . Clarity and interpretation o f claims 

4 .1 The requirement tha t the claims shall be c l e a r appl i es to individual claims 
and a l so to the c laims as a VJh ole . The clarity of the claims is o f the utmost 
importance in viev1 of thei r function in definin9 t he scope of the protection 
afforded by the patent VJhen gran ted . 
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4.2 Each c l a i m should be studied by the examiner giving the words the meaning 
and scope which they normally have in t he relevant art , unless in particular 
cases the description gives the words a special meaning by explicit definition 
or otherwise . Moreover, if such a special meaning applies , the examiner should, 
so far as possible, invite the applicant to amend the claim so that the meaning 
is clear from the wording of the claim alone . The claim should also be read with 
an attempt to make technical sense out of it . 

4 . 3 Where there is any serious inconsistency between claims and description, 
amendments to remove this should be invited from the applicant . For example, the 
description may state, or may imply, t hat a certain technical feature not men
tioned in the claims is essential to the performance of the invention. In such 
a case , the examiner in the Internatio1al Preliminary Examining Authority should 
invite amendment of the claims to include this feature. Howeve r, if. the appli
cant can show convincingly by way of response that i t would be clear to a person 
ski l led in the art that the description was incorrect in suggesting that the 
feature in question was essential, amendment of the description should be invited 
instead. Another form of inconsistency is that in which the description and 
drawings include one or more embodiments of the invention which appear to fall 
outside the subject-matter covered by the claims (e . g . the claims all specify an 
electric circuit employing electronic tubes and one of the embodiments empl oys 
semi- conductors as an alternative) . Here again the applicant should be invited 
to amend the claims or the description and drawings to remove the inconsistency 
and thus avoid any possible uncertainty which could arise later as to the meaning 
of the claims. However , inconsistencies which do not cause doubt as to the mean
ing of the claims may be overlooked. 

4.4 An independent claim should clearly specify all of the essential features 
needed to define the invention except in so far as such features are implied by 
the generic terms us ed, e . g., a claim to a "bicycle " does not need to mention 
the presence of wheels. If a claim is to a process for producing the product of 
the invention , then the process as claimed should be one which necessari l y has 
as i ts end result that particular product ; othen1i se, there is an internal in
consistency and therefore lack of cl;,ri ty in the c l a im. In the case of a product 
claim, if the product is of a well - known kind and the invention lies in modifying 
it in a certain respect, it is sufficient if the claim clearly identifies the 
product and specifies what is modified and in what way . Simi lar considerations 
apply to claims for an appara~us. 

4.5 A claim should not include vague or equivocal forms of wording which leave 
the reader in doubt as to the exact scope of a feature. Examples o f this are 
relative terms such as "thin," "wide , " "s trong." If such terms appear in a 
claim i t i s usually necessary to invite the applicant to eith er define o r excise 
the terms. No objection arises, however, if the re l ative term has a precise 
meaning i n the art, e . q ., "high-frequency amplifier", and this is the meaning 
intended . The use of trademarks and similar expressions in claims should not be 
a llov1ed unless their use is unavoidable ; they may be allowed exceptionally if 
they are generally recognized as having a precise meaning (see also Chapter II, 
paragraph 4 . 16) . 

4 . 6 Expressions , like "preferably," "for example," "such a s " or "more particularly" 
should be looked at carefully to ensure that they do not introduce ambiguity . The 
examiner should regard expressions of this kind as having no limiting effect on 
the scope of a claim; that is to say , the feature following any such expression 
should be r egarded as entirely optional. 

4.7 Cl aims which attempt to define the invention, or a feature thereof, by a 
result to be achieved should not be allowed unless the invention cannot be clearly 
defined in a more direct way and the result is one which can be directly and posi
tively verified by t ests or procedures adequately s peci fied in the description 
and involving nothing more than trial and error . 

4 . 8 If a claim commences with such words as : "Apparatus for carrying out the 
process etc .. . "this must be construed as me aning me rely apparatus suitable for 
carrying ou t the process. Apparatus which otherwise possesses all of the features 
specified in the claim , but which would b e unsuitable f o r the stated purpose or 
which would require modification to enable it to be so used, should not normally 
be considered as coming within the scope of the claim. Similar considerations 
apply to a c l aim f o r a product for a particular use . For example if a claim refers 
to "A h ook for a c rane " this imp lies, e . g . , particul ar dimensio n s and stre ngth in 
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the hook . Therefore, a fish-hook could never come within the claim but a hook, 
having the necessary dimensions and strength and possessing all the other reatures 
specified in the claim would deprive the claim of novelty whether it was stated 
to be for use in a crane or not. Similarly , a claim to a substance or composition 
for a particular use should be construed as relating to t he substance or composi
tion per se provided that it is not i n a form which would render i t unsuitable for 
the stated use . An exception to this general principle of interpretation is where 
the claim is to a known substance or composition for use in a surgical, therapeu
tical or diagnos tic method (see Chapter IV, paragraph 2 . 4, item (d)) · 

4 . 9 For the purposes of international preliminary examination , a "use " claim of a 
form such as " the use of substance X as an insecticide" should be regarded as equi
valent to a "process" claim of the form "a process of killing insects using substance x." 

4 . 10 The claims must not, in respect of the technical features of the invention , 
rely on reterences to the description or drawings "except where absolutely neces 
sary." In particular, they must not normally rely on references such as : "as 
described in part . . . of the description " or "as illustrated i n Figure 2 of the 
drawings . " The emphatic wording of the excepting clause shoul d be noted. Thus, 
the applicant should be invited to show that it is "absolutely necessary" to rel y 
on reference to the description or drawings in appropriate cases. An exampl e of 
an allowable exception would be that in which the invention involved some peculiar 
shape illustrated in the drawings but which could not be readily pefined either 
in words or by a simple mathematical formula. Another special case is that in 
which the invention relates to chemical products whose features can b e defined 
only by means of graphs or diagrams . 

4 . 11 If t here are drawings and the technical features of the claims would be 
rendered more i ntelligible by relating these features to the corr esponding fea
tures of the drawings (where a complete machine has been illustrated), this 
should preferably be done by placing the appropriate reference signs in paren
t heses after the features in the c l aims . This should be done i n both parts of 
claims having the preferred form specified in Rule 6 . 3 (see also Chapter III, 
paragraph 2 . 2 above): These r e ference signs are·not, however,· to be construed 
as limiting the scope of a claim, but merely as aids to an easier understanding 
of t he defined subject-matter . 

5. Conciseness, number of claims 

5 .1 The requirement that the claims shal l b e concise refers to the claims in 
their entirety as ~1ell as to the individual claims . The number of c lai ms must b e 
reasonable whe n conside red in re~ation to the nature of t he invention claimed , 
and undue repetition of wording, e . g . , bet •deen one claim and another , should be 
avoided by the use of the dependent form . Regarding i ndependent claims in the 
same category , see Chapter III , paragraphs 3 . 2 and 3 . 4) . 

6 . Support in description 

6.1 The claims "shall be fully supported b y the description . " This means that there 
must be a basis in the description for the subject- matter of every claim and that 
the scope of the claims must not be broader than i s justified by the description 
and drawings . 

6.2 Most claims are generalizations from one or more particular examples . The 
extent of generalization permissib l e is a matter which the examiner must judge in 
each particular case i n the light of the relevant prior art . Thus, an invention 
which opens up a whole new field is entitled t o mo r e general ity in the claims than 
one which i s concerned with advances in a known t echnology . An appropriate claim 
is one which is not so broad th a t it goes beyond the invention nor yet so narrow 
as to deprive the applicant of a just reward fo r the dis c losure of his invention . 
The examiner in the Intern ational Preliminary Examining Authority should a l low the 
applicant to cover all obvious modifications and uses of and equivalents to t hat 
which he has described . In particular, if it is reasonable t o predict tha t all 
the variants covered by the claims have the properties or uses the applicant ascr i bes 
to them in the desc ription, he should be allowed to draw his c l a ims accordingly . 
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6 . 3 When claims are speculative, in that their scope extends beyond the descrip
tion to embrace possibilities not yet explored by the applicant, the effects of 
which c annot readily be predetermined or assessed, the examiner in the Interna
tional Preliminary Examining Authority should bring to the attention of the appli 
cant the fact that the claims are not fully supported by the description as 
required by Article 6 . For example, a broad claim for !' a process for influencing 
substances by high- frequency electrical energy" may no t be adequately supported 
by the disclosure of a single example of such an influence (e . g. , removing dust 
from a gas) nor of influences on a single substance . Likewise , a b r oad claim 
for a process for treating "plan t s eedlings " by subjecting them to a con trolled 
cold shock of such duration and intensity that~pecified results would follow 
may not be supported by a . description disclosing the p r ocess applied to one kind 
of p l ant only. Such a claim might be permissible if it were made clear in the 
description that the conditions , set forth in relation to that plant , appl i ed to 
other plants generally ; b u t otherwise the claim would not be regarded as ade
quately supported unless the description gave a sufficient range of examples , 
relating to different kinds of plants, to enable a horticulturist to deduce how 
the process should be applied to virtually any plant . 

6 . 4 A claim in generic form , i . e . , relating to a whole c lass, e . g. , of materials 
o r machines, may be acceptable even if of broad scope, if t here is fair support 
in the description ahd there is no reason to supp~se that the invention cannot 
be worked through the whole of the field claimed . Where there is doubt about 
this , i . e . , where the information given appears insufficient t o enable a man 
skilled in t he art to extend the teachinq of the description to parts of the 
field claimed but not explicitl y described by using routine methods of experi 
mentation or analysis , the examiner in the International Preliminary Examining 
Author! ty should invite the applicant to establish, by sui table response, t hat 
the invention can in fact be readily applied on the basis of the information 
given over t he whole field claimed or, failing this, to r estrict the clai m to 
accord with the description . An example of this might be a claim to a specified 
method of treating "synthetic resin moulding " to obtain certain changes in physi
cal characteristics. If a ll of the examples described related to t he rmoplastic 
r esins , and the method was such as to appear inappropriate to thermosetting 
resins, then restriction of th~ claims to thermoplastic resins mi ght be necessary . 

7. Unity of invention 

Independent c laims 

7.1 The international application must " relate to one invention only or to a 
gro up o f inventions so linked ai to form a s ingle gener al inventive concept . " 
The second of these alternatives, i.e~ the single-concept linked group , ~ay give 
rise to a plurality of independent claims in the same category (as in t he examples 
qiven in Chapter II I , paragraph 1 , ?.), but the more usual case is a plurality of 
independent claims in different categories as per mitted by Rule 13 . 2 (see also 
Chapter VI , paragraphs 5.4 to 5.8). 

7 . 2 A plurality of independent claims in different categories may constitute 
a group of inventions linked to form a single general inventive concept , the 
link being, e.g., that between a product and the p rocess that produces it ; o r 
between a process and an apparatus for carrying out the process. Rule 13 .2 sets 
out two specific combinations o f different categories that Rule 13.1 must be con 
strued as permitting. The wording of Rule 13 . 2, however, indicates that these 
combinations do not limit the application of t he general principles set out in 
Rule 13.1 so that other combinations may be permissible; however, more extensive 
combinations shoul d be looked at carefully to ensure that the requirements of 
both Rule 13 (unity of invention) and Article 6 (conciseness) are satisfied . 
In particular , while a single set of independent c laims according to one of the sub
paragraphs of Rule 13.2 is always permissible , Rule 13 . 2 does not require t he 
I nternatio nal Preliminary Examining Authority to accept a plurality of such sets 
which could arise by combining the provisions of Rul e 13 . 3 (which permits , subject 
to Rule 13 . 1 , two or more independent claims of the same category which cannot 
readily be covered by a single generic claim) with Rule 13.2 (thus resulting in a 
se~ under Rule 13 . 2 based on each of a number of independent claims in t he same 
category under Rule 13.3 (see Chapter III, para graph 3.2). The p roliferation of 
claims arising from a combined effect of this kind should be accepted only ex
ceptionally . For example, where in accordance with Rule 13.3 independent c laims 
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are permi ssible for two related articl es such as a transmitter and receiver, it 
does not fol l ow that , under Rule 13 . 2 an applicant may include also, i n the one 
internati onal application, four additional independent claims: two for a process 
for the manufacture of the transmitter and the receiver, respectively , and two for 
use of the transmitter and receiver, respectively. 

7 . 3 I t is essential that a common inventive concept links the claims in the 
va r i ous categories and in this connection the wording of Rule 1 3 . 2 should be 
careful l y noted . The link between product and process in sub-paragraph (i) is t hat 
the l atter must be " specially adapted for the manufacture of" t he former (see 
Chapter I II , paragraph 4 . 4) . Similar!~ in Rule 13 . 2, sub- paragraph (ii), t he 
a pparatus or means claimed must be " specifically designed for" carrying out the 
process. In combination (i) of Rule 13 . 2 the emphasi s is on, and the essence of 
t he invent ion should primarily reside in, the product whereas in combination (ii) 
the emphasis is on , and the invention should primarily reside in, the process . 

Note : 

Compilation of responses in respect of paragraphs 7 . 2 and 7 . 3 

( i ) Redraft paragraphs 7.2 and 7.3 in terms of Rule 13 . 2 which contains 
only two combinat ions (al t hough the effect is the same as EPC Rule 30) 
(GB) 

(ii ) Agree with the GB that Rule 13 . 2 contains only two combinations (NL) . 

Paragraphs 7.2 and 7 . 3 have been retained in a redraf ted form taking into 
account the latest (published) ~ext of the EPO Guidelines and differences between 
the provisions of the PCT and the corresponding provi sions of the EPC . 

7 . ~ Alternative forms of an invention may be claimed either in a plurality of 
independe nt claims, as indicated in Chapter III, para9raph 7 . 1, or in a singl e 
clai m (but see Chapter Ill, paraqraph 3 . 4) . In the latter ,-case, the presence of 
t he two alternatives as i ndependent forms may not be i mmediately apparen t . I n 
either case, ho•1ever, the same criteria should be appl ied i n deciding vlhether or 
not there is unity of invention , and l ack of unity of invention may then a l so 
exi st within a single claim. 

7 . 5 Al though lack of unity of invention should certainl y be raised i n clear 
cases, it should ne ither be raised nor persisted in on t he basis of a narrow, 
literal or academic approach . This is particularly so where the possible lack 
of unity of invention does not necessitate a further search . There should be 
a broad, practical consideration of the degree of interdependence of the alterna
tives presented , in re l ation to the state of the art as revealed by the interna
tional search report . If the common matter of the independent claims i s well 
known and the remain i n g subject matter of each c laim differs from that of the 
others without there being any unifying novel inventive concept common to all, 
then c l earl y there is l ack of unity of invention . If, on the other hand, there 
is a common inventi ve concept which appears novel and involves inventive step 
then objection of lack of unity does not arise. For d e termining the act i on 
to be taken by the examiner in the Internat i ona l Preliminary Exami ning Authority 
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between these two extremes, r ig i d rules cannot be g iven and each case should be 
considered on its merits, the benefit o f any doubt being given to the applicant. 
For the particular· case of claims for a known s ubstance for a number of distinct 
medical uses, see Chapter I V, paragraph 4.2. 

Dependent c laims 

7.6 Lack ~f unity o f invention s hould not be raised due to the fact that a 
dependent claim in itself or in connection with the claim t o which it refers , 
contains an independent invention. For example, - suppose c laim l claims a turbine 
rotor blade shaped in a specified manner, while claim 2 is for a "turbine rotor 
blade as c laimed in c laim l" a nd produced from alloy Z. Then no objection under 
Rule 13 arises either because al l oy Z was new and its composi tion was not obvious 
and thus t he alloy itself already contains the essential features of an independent 
possibly l a ter patentable invent i on , or because, although al loy Z was not new, 
its application in respect of turbine rotor blades was not obvious ,_ a nd thus 
represents an independent invention in conjunction with turbine rotor blades. 

Unity of invention in relatio n to international search 

7.7 The procedure before the International Preliminary Examining Authority 
regarding lack of unity of inventi on is governed by Article 34(3) (a) t o (c) and 
Rule 68 (see also Rules 69.1 (a) (ii) a nd 7 0 .1 3) . Th is procedure is more ful l y 
explained in Chapter VI, paragraphs 5.4 to 5.8 . It should b e noted that in most 
instances lack of uni t y of invention will have been noted and reported upon by 
the International Searching Authority which will have drawn up an internatjonal 
search report based on those parts of the inte rnational application relating t o 

Article 17( 3 ) (a) the inv ention, or unified linked group of inventions , first mentioned in the 
claims ("ma in invention") " unless the applican t has paid additi onal fees . The 
International Searc hing Authority may not hold the application withdrawn for lac k 
of unity of invention , nor require amendment o f the claims ; but must inform 
the applicant that , if the international search report is to be drawn up in res 
pect of those inventions presen t other t han the first mentioned , t hen the additional 
fees mus t be paid within a stipulated per i od . 

7.8 If the applicant has not ava i led himself of the opportuni ty to have the 
internat i onal search report "issued on the othe r inventions , t his ma y be take n as 
an indication that the applicant i s prepared for the international application 
to proceed o n the basis that it re l a t es to t he invention firs t mentioned in the 
c l a ims . 

7 . 9 Whether or n ot the q ues t ion of unity of i nvention h as b een r aised b y the 
Inte rnational Search i ng Authority, i t may be considered by the examiner in t he 
International P r e liminar y Examining Authority. In his consideration he s hould 
take into account the international search report . 

Compi l ation of resEon ses in r espect of paragraphs 7 .7, 7 . 8 
a nd 7.9" (formerly paragraphs -7·, 8-, 7. 10 a nd -7 .·11, respectively ) 

Paragraphs 7.8 to 7.11 should either be deleted or re l ated to I SAs and 
PCT procedure (GB) . 

Paragraphs 7 . 8 to 7 . 11 should be r etained (NL) 

Note: 

The International Bureau has retained these paragraphs (other than para
g raph 7 . 9) in an amended form so as to relate to the PCT procedure , since t he 
general information contained there in wou l d appear i mportant t o the examiner in 
t he I nternational P r eliminary Examin ing Au t hority . In respect of fees under 
unity of i nvention a nd t he procedure b efore the I nternati onal Prel imi n ary Exam
i ning Authorities , Chap te r VI , paragraphs 5 .4 to 5 . 8 and 7 . 6 , item (i) have been 
drafted to cove r these subjec ts more fully. 

(End of document ] 


